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Abstract Modern training typically incorporates real-world training applica-
tions. Augmented Reality (AR) technologies support this by overlaying virtual
objects in real-world 3-Dimensional (3D) space. However, integrating instruc-
tion into AR is challenging because of technological and educational consider-
ations. One reason is a lack of architecture for supporting Intelligent Tutoring
Systems (ITSs) in AR training domains. We present a novel modular agent-
based Distributed Augmented Reality Training (DART) architecture for ITSs
to address two key AR challenges: (1) a decoupling of the display and track-
ing components and (2) support for modularity. Modular agents communicate
with each other over a network, allowing them to be easily swapped out and
replaced to support differing needs. Our motivation is driven by the fact that
AR technologies are vary considerably and an ITS architecture would need to
be flexible enough to support these requirements. Finally, we believe that our
novel architecture will appeal to practical designers of ITSs and to the more
theoretical educators who wish to use such systems to simulate and broaden
research in the distributed cognitive educational theories.
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1 Introduction

This paper proposes a novel distributed agent-based architecture for Aug-
mented Reality (AR)-based Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs). AR creates an
enhanced representation of the real-world by overlaying virtual 3-Dimensional
(3D) objects or annotations on real world space in real-time (Azuma 1997; Mil-
gram et al. 1995). Despite its promising potential in supporting educational
and training tasks with a manufacturing or assembly component, few of them
incorporate instructional design (Santos et al. 2014; Westerfield et al. 2015).
Incorporating instructional design methods into an AR training system can
be accomplished by embedding AR technologies into an ITS (Herbert et al.
2018). In practice, however, such tends to be time-consuming and costly (Sot-
tilare et al. 2012). To understand why, it is important to first understand what
an ITS is. In simplest terms, an ITS is any system that provides personalised
training and task support using task sequencing, error detection/correction
support and problem solving support (Latham et al. 2010). Under the hood,
however, an ITS is significantly more complex, often programmed to repli-
cate a limited subset of human cognition responsible for learning (Anderson
et al. 1995). For example, first-generation ITSs were cognitive tutors designed
primarily as research-based tools for simulating cognitive processes, enabling
researchers to understand the cognitive mechanisms involved in learning (An-
derson et al. 1995; Kim and Nam 2020). They were not intended to be used
in conjunction with modern technologies, such as display and tracking tech-
nologies. The paradigm shift in technology from a desktop-centric one to one
that uses the real-world has potential to radically alter education, and unfor-
tunately, ITS paradigms have not kept up with this radical shift (Billinghurst
and Duenser 2012; Herbert et al. 2018). Consequently, ITSs tend to be limited
in their capability to be integrated with AR technologies.

However, the more difficult barrier is the major paradigm shift in educa-
tional psychology itself. In the 1990s, Perkins (1993) proposed a view of ed-
ucation called person-plus, which also included the surrounding environment.
In this new person-plus view of education, a distributed cognitive theory was
proposed, which some authors, have likened to a second cognitive revolution
called post-cognitivism (Hunt 1999). In this view, the resources rather than
being contained within a single cognitive information processing system are
distributed across various people, where the learner constitutes just one com-
ponent of a larger learning system (Xu and Clarke 2012).

Under the cognitive view, an ITS is a standalone system that uses Artificial
Intelligence (AI) techniques to model the underlying cognitive processes used
for learning (Almurshidi and Abu-Naser 2016). This design pattern is modelled
after the cognitive-centric view of education (Anderson 1993). In the post-
cognitive view, cognition is a distributed system. So, we argue that a modern
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ITS should be designed following the principles of the post-cognitivist view.
While this sounds easy and promising, there currently exists no architecture
for specifying what a post-cognitivist AR tutor would look like. In this paper,
we propose a potential architecture for AR-based ITSs to address this design
requirement. This paper is framed around the belief that ITSs have moved
from specialised system that aimed to model human cognition to a system
that uses various techniques for personalised instruction (Nesbit et al. 2014;
Baker 2016). These design shifts are indications not of limitations with the
technology but with evolving educational needs.

Our proposed (Distributed Augmented Reality Training (DART)) archi-
tecture consists of three components: (1) an Environment component that
collects data about the external environment; (2) a Learning component that
performs tutoring-related functions and (3) A Backbone component that ties
the components together. Distributed agents fit into one of these components
and communicate with each other over a computer network. The Environment
component consists of one or more Sensor agents that communicate with the
external environment (either the real world, a computer program or an AR
tracking system). The Learning component models what is understood as the
human-cognitive architecture using modelling techniques used by standalone
ITSs. Since distributed cognition also presupposes the existence of human
cognition but as part of a larger system, it follows that cognitive tutors based
on Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational (ACT-R) theory (Anderson 1976)
or Ohlsson’s problem solving theories (Ohlsson 1994), model cognition to an
accurate degree and these tutors should comprise of the part of the overall
system.

The three aims of our designed architecture includes:

1. Accurately replicate the current state of cognition in education as part of a
distributed system. So we argue that the individual parts of the ITS should
be distributed similarly.

2. Since distributed cognition involves combining of multiple cognitive archi-
tectures, we argue that cognitive models should be combined into a dis-
tributed ITS. This is evident from the fact that multiple different tutoring
systems with different design assumptions have been found to be equally
effective (Roll et al. 2010; Kodaganallur et al. 2005).

3. Finally, we extend upon existing distributed architectures by decoupling
non-ITS components (such as the tracking and User Interface (UI) compo-
nents) to create AR-based ITSs.

In this work, we are concerned with extending upon existing distributed
ITSs architectures by proposing a particular distributed agent-based archi-
tecture that addresses AR requirements for an ITS system. While there are
potential existing distributed ITS architectures such as the i-Help architecture
(Vassileva et al. 2003), none of these architectures are particularly designed
for AR-based tutors (Herbert et al. 2018). Even if such architectures could
be reasonably used, they focus more on the technological problems of integra-
tion more so that embodying a post-cognitive perspective of education. Our
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contributions have potential to provide the basic framework for researchers
looking to design and develop AR-based ITSs and for those looking to sim-
ulate post-cognitivist theories of education. While the primary focus is on
ITS architecture design, our architecture could theoretically be applied to any
computer-based training system and because the AR components are decou-
pled from the other tutoring functions, it can be easily adapted to non-AR
ITSs with relative ease. In summary, this paper presents the following contri-
butions:

1. The use of the post-cognitivist idea of distributed cognition as the basis
for designing the DART architecture.

2. An adaptation of the distributed architecture to particularly address the
requirements of AR-based tutors, which differs from non-AR ITSs (Herbert
et al. 2018).

This paper is divided into several parts. The first part reviews different
types of ITS architectures and their application to AR training systems. The
second part outlines the rationale for designing our architecture. The third
part describes our proposed architecture and the design requirements. The
fourth part presents the Intelligent Software Training Platform (ISTP), an
implementation of a platform using our proposed architecture. The fifth part
discusses the lessons learned and lists the potential limitations of our proposed
architecture and some potential ways these limitations might be addressed.
Finally, the seventh part summarises this work and proposes potential future
work.

2 Related Work

2.1 Background

The Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational (ACT-R) cognitive theory, as first
proposed in 1976, suggests that within the brain exists a hypothetical informa-
tion processing system which segments knowledge and large amounts of infor-
mation into smaller digestible chunks which are then encoded into a series of
generalised rules called productions (Anderson 1976). Knowledge acquisition
consists of two fundamental phases (Anderson 1982): (1) the declarative phase,
the encoding of productions and (2) The procedural phase where external en-
vironmental stimuli triggers the cognitive information system into retrieving
the productions from a large internal data store. From these productions, more
refined productions are created about how to apply the knowledge in a proce-
dural process. Therefore, practice is necessary to stimulate the second phase.
Despite this, much about the mechanics of the encoding process and what
triggers certain productions was far from clear (Anderson 1993). So, early
cognitive psychologists like John Anderson sought to build simulation systems
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to replicate these cognitive processes using programming techniques due to
perceiving similarities between computer systems and human cognition. In
fact, human cognition was viewed as a very complex computer system. Thus,
the reasoning was that human cognition could be re-implemented or simu-
lated using a computer (Xu and Clarke 2012). Despite this, success varied.
Anderson implemented the ACT-R theory into a series of computer systems
which he called cognitive tutors (Anderson et al. 1989). These systems became
the first-generation Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) (Corbett et al. 1999).
However, the goal was to simulate ACT-R processes rather than as an educa-
tion support tool (Anderson 1996). This was because much education despite
the emergence of cognitivism was still largely based on the behaviourism the-
ories of Watson (1913), Hull (Hilgard 1948) and Skinner (1950). There was,
therefore, very little motivation to use ITSs in a classroom environment to aid
with teaching (Philip et al. 2013).

In the 1980s and 1990s, Self (1990) and other researchers proposed the
prospect of using cognitive tutors in education after it was demonstrated that
they improved knowledge retention in Lisp and mathematical education (An-
derson et al. 1989). However, while the human cognitive information process-
ing system could theoretically create many production rules easily, the same
could not be said for Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems (Ohlsson 1994). The
production rules used by cognitive tutors were for the most part expensive
and slow and required expert knowledge (Murray 1999). Often, ITSs had a
limited number of production rules that made them considerably less effec-
tive than a human tutor in the real world (Murray 1996; Baker 2016). So,
other cognitive psychologists were motivated to come up with alternative mod-
elling paradigms that would be easier to implement. One such example was
Constraint-Based Modelling (CBM) proposed by Ohlsson (1994). In some in-
stances, the CBM-based tutors showed promising results in problem-solving
domains like learning a non-sequential programming language like Structured
Query Language (SQL) (Mitrovic and Ohlsson 1999; Mitrovic et al. 2003). The
reasoning was that CBM identified imperfections in the solution itself, rather
than in cognition. The assumption was that the cognitive process used to in-
fer the answer was irrelevant. Rather, the importance was on the accuracy of
the solution and identifying which part(s) of it were incorrect. Ohlsson (1996)
reasoned that learners, despite supposedly, having internalised the production
rules, sometimes still made errors. Similarly, despite lacking the production
rules, learners were sometimes still able to problem-solve and arrive at an
equally-satisfying solution. One explanation was that problem solving relied
on different cognitive processes (Sweller 2003).

Since the early to mid 2000s, ITSs performed functions beyond simply
cognition. For example, ITSs tend to model the affective dimensions as well
(Nwana 1990; D’mello and Graesser 2013).

Augmented Reality (AR) uses tracking, display and interaction technolo-
gies to superimpose virtual 2-Dimensional (2D) objects or digital information
directly onto the real-world (Billinghurst et al. 2015; Azuma 1997; Santos et al.
2014). It has broad applications in education, (Dalim et al. 2016; Billinghurst
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2002), maintenance (Henderson and Feiner 2009; Yin et al. 2014; Gilbert 2016)
and training (Westerfield et al. 2015; Tang et al. 2003; Werrlich et al. 2017;
Sottilare et al. 2017; Sottilare and LaViola 2015). An ITS supports all three
of these domains. First, in education, AR helps learners learn the abstract
structure of a spoken language (Dalim et al. 2016). Second, in maintenance, it
helps guide learners through performing a repair such as connecting cables or
wires (Herbert et al. 2017a) and finally, in training, to help develop the skills
necessary that would allow one to complete the task without any assistance
or mistakes (LaViola et al. 2015). In the early 2010s, ITSs have been used in
few AR training domains (Westerfield et al. 2015; Herbert et al. 2017b, 2018).

These diverse uses of ITSs suggest that learning is primarily a distributed
system, which encompasses both procedural and problem-solving learning. So
it would be evident that multiple tutors would be required. For example, while
both production modelling and CBM can be both adapted to support the
domain where they are not intend to, this brute-force approach can result in
a diminished tutor due to being simpler than intended.

One approach is to combine multiple modelling paradigms together, such
as a hybrid system incorporating both CBM and model-tracing approaches
(Roll et al. 2010). While effective, ITSs were intended to embody the cognitive
theories and to think like a human. So, a more promising approach would be
to use two or three tutors: one that specialises in problem solving and one
that specialises in procedural knowledge. Each tutor would be coordinated by
a third tutor. Such would be possible with a distributed architecture, which
we discuss next.

2.2 Architectures

Early cognitive-based ITSs (e.g. Anderson’s LISP Tutor (Anderson et al.
1989)) embody a cognitive-centric view of educational psychology. Like the
brain, it was assumed that the ITSs should be composed of several components
self-contained within one structure (Anderson et al. 1995). As ITSs emerged
as a promising educational tool, the cognitive modeller was combined with a
tutoring model which defined how to teach and a student model which repli-
cated the learner’s cognitive states (Major et al. 1997). As Human Computer
Interaction (HCI) research evolved, the importance of the User Interface (UI)
became stressed and so the existing three-part ITS architecture was combined
with a tutoring UI component (Nwana 1990).

Several architectures were proposed to support integrating training sys-
tems into ITSs such as: (a) distributed centralised architectures that incorpo-
rate separate agents, which communicate information to a central back end
system (e.g. KnowledgeTree (Brusilovsky 2004) and Generalized Intelligent
Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) (Goldberg and Cannon-Bowers 2013)) and
(2) distributed decentralised architectures where each agent builds its own
learner and/or domain models (e.g. i-HELP (Vassileva et al. 2003)).
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2.2.1 Distributed Centralised

Distributed centralised architectures typically integrate domain and learner
modelling into one or more agents with UI and other components distributed
across the network. For example, ARWILD combines AR and spatial mapping
technologies to create an engaging training experience for military superior
officer etiquette (LaViola et al. 2015). The AR application was an agent inte-
grated into the GIFT architecture.

Similar systems for non-AR domains have also been designed. For example,
Cheikes (1995) proposed an agent-based architecture for an ITS that consisted
of a core module and individual agents. Ritter et. al. (Ritter and Koedinger
1996) proposed a method for integrating a tutoring module that monitors
the state of a computer program such as Microsoft Excel and/or sends ac-
tions and triggers events. Oscar is a conversational mixed initiative tutor that
adapts in real-time based on learner styles (Latham et al. 2010). A user inter-
face agent communicates with a central controller, which communicates with
learner model and learner style agents. Information about a learner is stored
in a single module.

Similarly, the architecture of Motherboard Assembly Tutor (MAT) decou-
pled the UI from the other ITSs components. Almiyad et al. (2017) decoupled
the UI component from the AR component because the UI and AR are two
separate systems that are not necessarily integrated (Azuma 1997). PC-based
Open-Architecture Reconfigurable Training Systems (PORTSs) integrates a
3-Dimensional (3D) virtual world application, Second Life, into the PORTS
ITS by decoupling the UI from the PORTS back end (Ludwig et al. 2010).

2.2.2 Distributed decentralised

Distributed decentralised architectures, like distributed centralised architec-
tures distribute agents across the network, but learner or domain model con-
struction is performed by each agent independently. For example, i-Help (Vas-
sileva et al. 2003) has numerous agents, each responsible for modelling learner
knowledge with respect to their role. Diagnostic agents model learner’s defi-
ciencies. Other agents are responsible for modelling other learner aspects. This
is the closest representation to a system that distributes cognitive processes
across separate entities. However, it does not address the AR requirements.
For example, there is no strict separation of the UI and spatial components.
Although AR is primarily a user interface, it also consists of tracking and
display technological components, which may benefit from being decoupled
(Billinghurst et al. 2015).

2.2.3 Combined Architectures

ITS architectures can be combined together to create a unified system that
supplements weaknesses in each architecture. For example, the (conceptual)
Augmented Reality Adaptive Tutor (ARAT) architecture (Herbert et al. 2018)
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combines a decentralised multi-agent architecture with a single centralised
architecture. The ITS and UI are decoupled, but the UI also constructs the
learner and spatial models using information received from the ITS agent.

2.2.4 Limitations

Distributed centralised architectures, while promising, have several limitations.
First, architectures such as the MAT architecture (Westerfield et al. 2015) does
not decouple the spatial representation from the domain model. Second, these
architectures may result in loss of tutoring functionality because they need to
be generalised enough to support agent integration (Brusilovsky et al. 2009;
Hampton et al. 2018). Third, in many cases, external applications cannot be
simply plugged into the agent-based architecture (Ritter 2016). They may use
differing standards that make them hard to integrate.

Distributed decentralised architectures also have several limitations. First,
migrating from one tutoring system to another has potential to result in lost
functionality (Brusilovsky et al. 2005). For example, an ITS that usually per-
forms all of the modelling must now be expected to offset some of this mod-
elling to external agents. Second, integrating ITSs into such an architecture is
difficult because semantic mapping would need to be used to determine which
component is responsible for construction (Brusilovsky et al. 2005).

Finally, regardless of which architecture is used, there are still widespread
barriers to produce systems that are generalised enough to promote reuse
(Sottilare et al. 2012) but not too general to be ineffective (Hampton et al.
2018).

2.3 Intelligent Tutors Uncommon in AR

Despite the potential for ITSs to enhance AR-based maintenance, training and
education systems, few AR systems actually use an ITS. For example, a review
by Herbert et al. (2018) found a total of three AR training systems that used
an ITS (i.e. Westerfield et al. (2015); LaViola et al. (2015); Almiyad et al.
(2017)). Since then, a similar motherboard repair guidance system emerged
claiming to integrate AI techniques (Iqbal et al. 2019), but which uses simple
logic rules and a Soccer rule comprehension training system (Vargas González
et al. 2017), which uses an open source ITS.

However, overall, ITSs remain uncommon. One barrier is technological and
one theoretical. For instance, although, ITSs appear to be one single system,
it is often the case that an ITS is a collection of interconnected subsystems
or modules (Beck et al. 1996). These modules, collectively, comprise of an ar-
chitecture. ITS architectures differ, sometimes considerably, between systems
and is one reason for their limited use in AR (Herbert et al. 2018).

The technological barriers are easily addressed, albeit with significant but
justifiable costs and resources. For example, networking protocols are com-
monly used to integrate ITSs with external systems (Westerfield 2012; De Jong
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2016; Ludwig et al. 2010; Herbert et al. 2017a,b). A broad range of ITSs, in-
cluding some older systems, include support for network integration (Wester-
field 2012). Gateways or go-between agents can be used to encode or decode
messages between incompatible agents (e.g. Almiyad et al. (2017) or the GIFT
gateway agent (Sottilare and Brawner 2018)). Different learner models could
be accessed and used to overcome conflicts in a decentralised multi-agent ar-
chitecture and the UI, AR tracker and the tutoring components could be
decoupled from each other.

The theoretical barriers are, however, not easily addressable. Perhaps, the
reason why is because there are no standardised implementations of AR-based
ITSs. For example, while there are distributed architecture suited to embody
a post-cognitive education view, they do not address the key issues of AR,
such as limited spatial ontologies and real-time tracker support (Westerfield
2012). The ITS needs to communicate with the tracker in real-time to provide
ongoing and continuous instruction. In the next section, we outline how our
proposed architecture might address some of these challenges.

2.4 Research Gaps

We identified the following research gaps:

1. The requirements and characteristics of an AR architecture integrating
ITSs has not been explicitly defined.

2. There is no known architecture that specifically addresses the limitations
of AR integration. Some have addressed one or two limitations.

3. While there are many ITSs architectures, few architectures are designed in
the context of AR.

3 Rationale for a new architecture

The limited use of AR-based tutors results from two problems: a well-known
technological barrier caused by limited standardisation and high costs and (2)
a theoretical barrier that is the result of a limited architecture that embodies
a cognitive theory of education. Our architecture aims to combine both to
overcome both barriers in the hope that AR-based tutors will become more
widespread and effective.

3.1 Technological Barriers

Perceived or real technological barriers limit integrating existing ARs into
ITSs such as: (a) Limited standardisation (Herbert et al. 2018); (b) Limited
spatial modelling support (Westerfield 2012; Herbert et al. 2018) and (c) User
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Interface decoupling challenges. Addressing these barriers requires extensive
costs and time, however, they could be reduced by using a suitable architecture
(Sottilare et al. 2012).

3.1.1 Limited Standardisation

One of the recurring issues in ITS research is limited standardisation. Nwana
(1990) alone cites four different ITS architectures including: three part archi-
tectures (domain, student and tutoring components); four-part architectures
(domain, student, tutoring and UI components); O’Shea architectures that
decouples teaching strategies, generation and administration. Nwana (1990)
concludes that differing architectures result from different assumptions about
instructional design. A single perfect architecture for ITSs is unlikely to re-
sult. Due to lack of standardisation, time is wasted re-implementing common
components between ITSs (Sottilare and Holden 2013).

3.1.2 Limited Spatial Representation

Spatial concepts, such as the relationship between elements in 3D space typ-
ically need to be represented in an AR-based ITS (Westerfield 2012; Herbert
et al. 2018). Most approaches accomplish this by representing spatial informa-
tion as declarative knowledge in the domain model. However, such representa-
tion is limited and needs to be completed manually. While most spatial data
is simply facts or information, they are distinct from the kind of knowledge
that would be expected to exist in a domain model.

A more promising approach is a separate spatial ontology for creating a
semantic mapping between the spatial relationships and the domain principles
or knowledge. However, most architectures do not provide any mechanism for
storing a spatial ontology separate from the domain model.

3.1.3 User Interface Decoupling

There is no standardised way for interpreting messages to/from an external
application and the ITS back end logic. Due to incompatibilities between sys-
tems, migration may be difficult to achieve (Hampton et al. 2018). This is, in
part, because ITSs lack the mechanisms to decouple the UI from the back end
ITS. There needs to be a mechanism in ITSs to pass messages between the new
UI and back end ITS. In some ITSs, decoupling the UI is not possible because
tutoring logic is embedded in the UI part. In such cases, successful decoupling
would require modification to the ITS back end. On the other hand, if the ITS
was designed with UI decoupling in mind (e.g. ASPIRE Tutor (Westerfield
et al. 2015)), this process becomes much easier.
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3.2 Theoretical Barriers

Theoretical barriers may also limit the ability to implement AR-based ITSs.
For instance, ACT-R models used by cognitive tutors might be insufficient for
AR-based domains (Westerfield 2012). Such tutors presuppose a cognitivist-
centric view of education, so forcing them to work with other educational ap-
proaches would not necessarily make learning effective. The modelling paradigms
themselves might not be easily able to be decoupled from the other compo-
nents of the ITS. Similarly, hands-on motor skill support is domain and in-
dividual specific and is difficult to generalise across ITSs. This may suggest
that many existing ITSs, due to being standalone systems, can only capture
one dimension of learning. However, they would need to be integrated with
other standalone ITSs that use different modelling paradigms to cover the
dimensions of learning more broadly.

3.2.1 Modelling Limitations

Many cognitive tutors, like the Lisp programming tutor (Anderson et al. 1989),
were designed based on ACT-R cognitive theory, which asserts that cognition
consists of procedural and declarative knowledge (Anderson 1993; Anderson
et al. 1997; Mathews 2012). Following this logic, cognitive tutors use produc-
tion rules to represent this model, since correcting knowledge errors more likely
results in greater learning outcomes (Anderson et al. 1995). However, produc-
tion and model trace tutors tend to only be effective if the entire production
space can be modelled (Ohlsson 1994). Since this is rarely the case, CBM tu-
tors can be more effective, especially in problem solving domains (Mitrovic
et al. 2003). However, while some ITSs might be integrable into AR, they may
not use the desired domain modelling paradigm.

3.2.2 Psychomotor Modelling

Research in sports psychology suggests that mistakes in carrying out physi-
cal tasks results from misapplied muscle movements (Moran 2012). The psy-
chomotor domain (Simpson 1966; Ferris 2010) develops muscle skills through
physical interaction with the environment. Over time, one learns to perform
the task without error by developing their motor skills.

Prior to the 2010s, many ITSs generally ignored the environment (Sottilare
et al. 2017). They largely focused on the cognitive aspects of learning and
not how the environment played a role in learning. Consequently, many ITS
architectures are similarly modelled after this assumption. This is because,
according to the cognition view, imparting the right knowledge should be
enough for learning to happen. One such researcher, for example, described
learning as simply a change in long-term memory schemas (Kirschner et al.
2006). Consequently, the practical experimentation only serves as a facilitator
for enhancing skill acquisition and not as a mandatory process (Anderson
1982; Kirschner and Huisman 1998). However, most sporting athletes will tell
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you that there is something intuitive about the sense-perception of physically
doing something that cannot be taught by knowledge alone (Moran 2012).

These arguments suggest that representing psychomotor skills in an ITS
domain model is recommended to support learning. However, unlike cognition
which can be generalised to a large group of individuals, psychomotor learning
is dependent largely on the individual and the domain, requiring a degree
of specialisation. This lack of standardisation would suggest that creating a
universal ITS is not appropriate. Given this then, a proposed architecture that
follows a modular design would seem more suited.

4 Proposed Architecture

We propose the Distributed Augmented Reality Training (DART) architec-
ture: a distributed agent-based architecture that combines centralisation and
decentralisation characteristics. A dispatcher agent allows integration of mul-
tiple standalone ITSs that can be combined together in a distributed system.
The dispatcher performs either centralised or decentralised modelling using the
integrated standalone tutors. The architecture embodies the post-cognitivist
view of education by distributing knowledge sources across different agents in
the entire system.

4.1 Motivations

The following key motivations drive the design of the novel DART architecture:

– An existing ITS needs to be used but the architecture is not easily modi-
fiable

– The back end ITS needs to be swapped out
– Sensing logic, the UI and internal ITS logic needs to be separated
– Designing and implementing ITSs requires specialised skill. It should be

possible to use these existing ITSs with AR.

4.2 Description

The DART architecture integrates three components together (Fig. 1): (1)
Environment, which incorporates agents that communicate with the environ-
ment; (2) Learning, which incorporates agents that communicate with exter-
nal ITSs and which perform tutor-related functions like learner modelling but
excluding spatial ontologies; and finally, (3) Core, which interconnects all of
the other components. Other components connect directly to the Core which
coordinates their functions.
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Fig. 1 A Conceptual Diagram Showing the Components of the dart Architecture. Every
component interacts with an dart Core instance, which in turn, communicates with other
components.

4.2.1 Environment

The Environment component consists of agents which interfaces with the envi-
ronment (such as a flight simulator, a virtual 3D world (Ludwig et al. 2010), a
spatial map of the surrounding environment (LaViola et al. 2015), the physical
environment or a combination thereof). Agents in the Environment component
may interface with machinery by implementing logic and interfaces needed for
communication. Information collected by Environment agents is passed to the
backbone components. There are two types of agents deployed into the Envi-
ronment component:
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User Interface (UI). The UI module is the user interface application such
as a mobile AR application integrated into DART; a flight simulator agent,
a Microsoft Excel program or hardware machinery that receives sensor data
from the real world.

Sensor Sensor agents parse messages from the UI agent and uses that infor-
mation to inform the other agents of key events and for building of the spatial
model. The Sensor combines the functionality of the gateway and AR tracker
agents. It is also responsible for interfacing with other physical hardware such
as a machine operated by the learner. Typically, events from a UI are passed
to the Sensor module, which in turn, passes them to the Dispatcher modules.

4.2.2 Learning

The Learning Component consists of the dispatcher agent and one or more
external standalone ITSs systems or modelling engines that perform learner
and domain knowledge modelling.

Dispatcher Agents. The Dispatcher agents coordinate communication be-
tween the different modelling agents and, in the event, of a conflict determines
which one has priority. It also raises assessments for events, manipulates train-
ing logic and creates a unified learner model that can be shared with agents
otherwise incompatible with the external standalone ITSs. The Dispatcher
agent sends and receives information from the external ITS using an interface
format compatible with the chosen external ITS.

External Intelligent Tutoring System. An external standalone ITS or mod-
elling engine is a system, or series of systems that are integrated with the sys-
tem. The Dispatcher agent implements an interface for communicating with
the Core agent and the external systems. The external ITS does nothing with
the other agents directly. Rather, its requests are interpreted by the Dispatcher
agent in the manner that it deems pedagogically appropriate. It could even ig-
nore requests from external ITSs. The Dispatcher agent can enhance an ITS by
implementing functionality missing from the external ITS, without needing to
reproduce the entire domain and learner models. For example, the Dispatcher
agent may incorporate one or more internal modelling engines that it uses in
lieu of an external system.

4.2.3 Back Bone

The back bone consists of one or more Core agents that handles the intercom-
munication between three types of agents: (1) Dispatcher agents; (2) Sensor
agents and (3) Core agents. These three types of agents share a common com-
munication language to enable intercommunication between them. These three
agents together form the back bone. The back bone intercommunicates with
external systems using two types of agents: (a) Dispatcher agents and (b)
Sensor agents. Dispatcher agents communicate with other external tutoring
agents and Sensor agents communicate with UI agents and hardware systems.
Each Backbone agent is described below:
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Core. The central module of the architecture. All other backbone modules
are tied together by communicating via the Core module. It performs remote
procedural calls, sends messages and arguments to requested modules.

Dispatcher. Dispatcher agents send data to external ITSs, modeller engines
or internal modelling engines to model cognitive and similar learning dimen-
sions. The Dispatcher may build its learner or domain model from information
it gets from external ITSs, creating a unified domain and learner model for
use by all the agents in the distributed system.

Sensor. Sensor agents interconnect the backbone to the virtual (or real)
environment. Typically, the Sensor agents listen for information from the real-
world, or from an external computer program (such as a mouse click). It then
passes this information to the UI agent or the Dispatcher agents.

5 Intelligent Software Training Platform

We designed and implemented the Intelligent Software Training Platform (ISTP)
using our DART architecture. Our system was developed in C# using NET
framework 4.7. Remote Procedural Calls (RPCs) was implemented using JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) NET Library (JSON.net n.d) and C# reflection. The
models created by each of the agents was encoded in an Structured Mark-
up Language (XML) data structure to support interoperability between the
agents.

5.1 Network Communication

The networking stack is a useful mechanism for passing information between
agents residing on the same or different computers. The Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) protocols can work over
various technologies and across different configurations, making it an ideal
choice.

5.1.1 Agent Discovery Protocol

The Core, Sensor and Dispatcher agents communicate with each other using
the TCP protocol. However, TCP requires for each agent to be assigned an
Internet Protocol (IP) address and port, which can be cumbersome to con-
figure for each environment. Therefore, we implemented the DART discovery
protocol to automate this step. It uses the connectionless UDP protocol to
send a broadcast request to potential agents on the network. These agents
acknowledge that they are an agent by sending back a JSON-formatted string
containing the Message Digest 5 (MD5) hash matching the agent that initiated
the discovery request and a list of IP addresses it is listening on. The agent
performing the discovery uses the IP address information to connect to the
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agent. All agents are interconnected to each other by using the discovery pro-
tocol to locate a suitable Core agent. Since all modules connect to the Core,
there is no need for the other modules to connect to each other.

5.1.2 Redundancy

One or more Backbone agents of the same type may be integrated, but only
one same-typed agent plays an active role. The other same-typed agents play a
passive role and only become active when an already-active module fails. The
architecture is designed to provide redundancy. We incorporated redundancy
on the Core agents only, so that another Core agent would take over if the
main Core agent failed or stopped responding for some reason.

5.2 Dispatcher Agents

Many existing ITSs, including GIFT, are integrable with external applica-
tions using existing features in those systems. In our implementation, GIFT
connects with our Dispatcher agent using an Extensible Mark-up Language
over Remote Procedural Call (XML-RPC) connection (LaViola et al. 2015).
The Dispatcher agent receives feedback strings from GIFT over this connection
and forwards them to the other agents. By formatting the GIFT feedback mes-
sages in a certain way (such as prepending them with a dollar sign) represents
a command that tells the Dispatcher and/or its internal modelling engines to
do something else, other than forward them to the training applications.

5.2.1 Intelligent Tutoring System Document Model

The Intelligent Tutoring System Document Model (ITSDM) is an XML data
structure that defines the semantic structure of the Dispatcher. The structure
and content of the various learner/domain models and spatial ontologies are
represented within this XML data structure.

This data structure can be shared between external training applications,
such as the mobile AR training application or with external ITSs. This allows
for client-side parsing of the ITS model by these applications without having
to construct the model of its own.

5.2.2 Election Mechanism

When the Dispatcher processes a condition in the UI agent, it determines which
external ITSs is going to handle the request, either: GIFT or our internal
modelling engine. Our Dispatcher agent uses two mechanisms to make this
decision: (a) Explicit election or (b) ITS cost.

1. Explicit Election. The Dispatcher will make a determination as to which
external standalone ITS should be used to handle a learner event (e.g. a
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mouse click). Using explicit rules authored in the ITSDM course file, the
Dispatcher agent elects the most suitable external system for an event (e.g.
mouse clicks result in message being sent to GIFT). If there are no explicit
rules matching the criteria, our Dispatcher agent resorts to using ITS cost.

2. ITS Cost. The Dispatcher selects the ITS with the lowest cost. In our im-
plementation, this is the GIFT framework followed by our internal engine.
If it cannot infer the ITS by cost, no action is carried out and the learner
would receive no feedback. This is desirable in cases where you do no want
any ITS monitoring the learner e.g. studies comparing ITS to non-ITS con-
ditions. The selected ITS may send back an unhandled message. If so, the
Dispatcher agent would then try the ITS with the second lowest cost until
eventually, one of the listed ITSs responds. If the list is exhausted, then
nothing happens.

6 Limitations

Our proposed architecture has several technical, design and research limita-
tions. We also discuss some ways that we addressed or mitigated some of these
limitations.

6.1 Design Limitations

Conflicting Agents. Agents or ITSs may conflict with one another in terms
of what learning support they should offer. One solution involves the use of
semantic mapping to convert data from one format to another (Brusilovsky
et al. 2009) and creating a unified learner model. However, many ITSs lack
this functionality.

We addressed this by using a single Dispatcher agent that interprets the
data from each of the external ITSs and uses an election system to determine
which ITS (or agent) should be used.

6.2 Technical Limitations

Dispatcher Communication. Our architecture assumed that the external ITS
was capable of communicating with the Dispatcher agent instance. However,
this may not be the case. Even if networking integration was possible, the
Dispatcher agent would need to support the networking protocols used and
the interface to encode/decode the messages from the external ITS.

Moreover, the ITS needs to be able to represent enough information to the
Dispatcher agent. In some cases, significant development of the Dispatcher
agent interface mechanism would be required.
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Despite these limitations, we argue that developing an interface and com-
munication protocol for the Dispatcher agent is much easier and quicker than
building the entire tutoring framework from scratch.

6.3 Research Limitations

Evaluation. Evaluating ITS architectures differs from evaluating the learning
effectiveness of a system integrating the architecture (Brusilovsky et al. 2005).
One of the challenges for evaluating architectural effectiveness is that an ar-
chitecture is an abstraction of interconnected components (Bosch and Molin
1999). The validity of DART has not been tested empirically.

6.4 Lessons Learned

Implementing our DART architecture revealed some important lessons that
were not apparent through design alone such as:

– Agent Integration. Unity applications, such as AR tracking applications,
require the UI agent to be embedded within the Unity application for it to
communicate with the Sensor and Core agents. In our implementation, the
agent was embedded as a separate threaded application, but this resulted
in inconsistent performance. Communicating between the threaded agent
and Unity was a considerable challenge. Unity does not native support our
networking protocol, such as the DART discovery protocol. So we embed-
ded it as a separate, threaded agent which sometimes caused inconsistent
behaviour due to race conditions.

Vuforia Integration. In our case, the tracker was not decoupled from the
Unity application, requiring duplication of tracker logic across tutors. Since
the development, newer versions of Unity addressed this by integrating
Vuforia into the Unity engine itself.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

Combining ITSs with AR training systems potentially enhances training and
should ideally be accomplished with minimal architectural changes to the ITS
components. Fortunately, some useful architectures facilitate this design aim
such as: centralised architectures, distributed agent-based architectures, cen-
tralised agent-based architectures and hybrid architectures. However, these
existing architectures tend to be overly generalised to apply specifically to
AR training systems and do not embody a theory of distributed cognition as
their design basis. So, we proposed the DART architecture to specifically ad-
dress these two limitations. It is a distributed agent-based architecture that
separates Sensor and UI and modelling functionality into separate distributed
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agents to support interfacing with various external ITSs such as GIFT and cus-
tom built ITSs. This would help overcome limitations with existing AR-based
ITS architectures such as the MAT architectures which does not decouple
the tracking and UI components, requiring the domain model to be used to
represent spatial ontologies.

Our architecture is only the first step in trying to reduce the technological
and theoretical barriers but we do not propose that our architecture completely
overcomes these barriers. For example, the interface between the external ITS
and the modelling agents would need to be created and there are many success-
ful ITSs that cannot be modified to suit this requirement (Westerfield 2012).
Some ITSs are decades old and cannot be easily re-implemented or modified
to run on modern hardware. Interpreting messages from the ITS is also a
challenge and not all ITSs support this requirement. Nevertheless, if it can be
shown, that it is a step in the right direction, the architecture could be further
refined to further reduce these barriers.

More work is needed to further validate the proposed architecture. One
potential way that this could be achieved is to evaluate the perceptions of our
architecture, or by measuring the time taken to implement tutors using DART
as opposed to traditional approaches. While these approaches would show that
development is subjectively easier using DART, it would not necessarily show
that the architecture itself is effective. Future work could explore potential
ways of evaluating novel ITS architectures.
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